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Exploited ﬁsh populations frequently exhibit truncated age-structure. To address a basic question in ﬁsheries science and conservation biology—
how does age truncation affect population dynamics and productivity?—we explored the effect of age-structure on recruitment dynamics of ten
stocks of Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua). Based on six alternative stock – recruitment relationships, we compared models that included and excluded
maternal age-structure effects on recruitment. In all ten stocks, a recruitment model that included a maternal age-dependent effect was preferred
over the standard Ricker model and in seven of the ten stocks, the preferred statistical model included a positive effect of either maternal age or mass
on recruitment. Simulations comparing standard and maternal age dependent recruitment two decades into the future suggest that the inclusion
of maternal age in recruitment models has little effect on projected biomasses. However, this similarity in biomass trajectory masked an increased
sensitivity of populations with maternal age-dependent recruitment to stock age-structure. In particular, simulations with maternal age-dependent
recruitment responded strongly to changes in ﬁshing mortality on the oldest age classes, while simulations using standard recruitment models did
not. Populations with maternal age-dependent recruitment can exhibit increased biomass catch even if ﬁshing mortality on older individuals was
reduced. Overall, simulations suggested that the inﬂuence of maternal age on population dynamics are more nuanced than suggested by previous
research and indicate that careful consideration of the effects of age-structure on populations may lead to substantially different ﬁsheries management reference points—particularly with respect to age-speciﬁc ﬁshing mortality—than classical models. While these results suggest a link
between maternal age and population productivity, future research requires the incorporation of biologically reasonable and empirically defensible
mechanisms to clarify the effect of age on population dynamics.
Keywords: age-structure, age truncation, maternal effects, recruitment, Ricker, productivity.

Introduction
Fisheries exploitation nearly always changes the age and size structure of harvested populations. In general, when a population is initially exploited, the largest, oldest individuals are removed first.
After a period of persistent fishing, the age- and size-selectivity
of most fishing gear will tend to produce a truncated age and size
distribution (Hutchings and Myers, 1994; Levin et al., 2006;

Hixon et al., 2014). The collapse of Newfoundland’s northern
Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) stock provides an illustrative
example. The contribution of eggs by cod 10 years and older to
the population has declined from an annual average of 30% in the
1960s (reaching a high of 46% in 1962) to 17% in the 1970s and
12% in the 1980s (Hutchings and Myers, 1994). Their low incidence
in fishery and survey catches (Brattey et al., 2009) suggests that cod
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differ substantively from populations without age-dependent
recruitment to feasible management actions?

10 years and older have contributed a negligible proportion of eggs
to the Newfoundland population since 1992.
In recent years, many studies have asserted that age truncation
plays an important role in the dynamical properties of fish populations. Simulation and time-series analyses have suggested that
changes in age-structure can affect the variability, productivity, stability, and yield of fish populations (Bjørnstad and Nisbet, 2004;
O’Farrell and Botsford, 2006; Rouyer et al., 2012; Wikström et al.,
2012; Botsford et al., 2014). However, there is considerable disagreement about the mechanism by which age truncation causes changes
to fish dynamics (Ottersen et al., 2006; Anderson et al., 2008; Shelton
and Mangel, 2011; Botsford et al., 2014). Several proposed mechanisms can yield very similar patterns in time-series. Furthermore,
meta-analytic studies examining the pattern of recruitment as a
function of maternal age have reached varied conclusions about
the prevalence and magnitude of changes to age-structure (Morgan
et al., 2007; Venturelli et al., 2009; Brunel, 2010; Rouyer et al.,
2012). The results of these studies appear to depend on the statistical
methods used to estimate age truncation effects. Together, these
results suggest that there is a need to move towards more biologically
motivated, mechanistic, and empirically testable models for age
truncation effects.
We suggest that the best way to resolve such disputes is to more
strongly link statistical methods investigating the consequences of
age truncation with empirical studies of reproductive biology. To
date, empirical studies have shown that the quality of eggs can increase with maternal age (Vallin and Nissling, 2000; Murawski,
2001; Scott et al., 2006; Sogard et al., 2008), as can the fecundity
per unit of maternal biomass (Scott et al., 1999; Dick, 2009).
Here, we explore the effect of age-structure on recruitment dynamics of ten stocks of Atlantic cod in the wild by determining
the relative importance of maternal age and mass for explaining
the observed recruitment dynamics. We estimate parameters for
six stock–recruitment relationships (SRRs) using the maternaleffect recruitment models proposed by Shelton et al. (2012). We
compare classical SRRs that omit age-structure with those that
include age-structure. For each stock, we ask two initial questions.
First, does inclusion of age-structure improve the estimated SRR?
Second, what is the magnitude and direction of any age-structure
effect on the observed recruitment? For a subset of the populations,
we use simulation methods to explore the population dynamical
consequences of including age-dependent recruitment. We then
ask two subsequent questions. Third, do estimated age-structure
effects on recruitment produce substantially different population
projections from those that do not incorporate age-structure?
Fourth, do populations with maternal age-dependent recruitment

Methods
Estimating the effect of maternal age on SRRs

Rt+t =

v


aSit e−bSDt ,

(1)

i=j

Table 1. Summary of Atlantic Cod, G. morhua, stocks, and abbreviations.
Cod population abbreviation
CS
GB
NS
VIa
BA2532
FAPL
3NO
4TVn
ICE
NEAR

Location
Celtic Sea
George’s Bank
North Sea
West of Scotland
Baltic Sea
Faroe Plateau
Canada
Canada
Iceland
Northeast Artic

Management
ICES
NAFO
ICES
ICES
ICES
ICES
NAFO
NAFO
ICES
ICES

Length of time-series (years)
36
33
46
30
42
47
49
36
52
61

Age of recruitment
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
3

Reference
ICES (2008a)
NEFSC (2013)
ICES (2012a)
ICES (2008b)
ICES (2012b)
ICES (2012c)
Power et al. (2010)
Swain et al. (2009)
ICES (2012c)
ICES (2012d)
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We collected stock and recruitment data from ten stock assessments
for Atlantic cod stocks spanning the North Atlantic (see Table 1 for
sources). In general, we used stock assessments conducted between
2009 and 2012. We required estimates of spawning biomass-at-age,
weight-at-age, and number of recruits. When the stock assessments
provided output from multiple, alternative models, we used the
biomass and recruitment estimates used for management determinations. In the following, we use the terms “stock” and “population”
interchangeably.
We first estimated SRRs separately for each stock, using the
method outlined by Shelton et al. (2012) to incorporate age information into the Ricker SRR (Ricker, 1954; Quinn and Deriso, 1999).
Specifically, the formulation allows for offspring from different-aged
mothers to have distinct mortality rates. Parameters are estimated
from time-series of biomass at age and recruitment. Because all of
the cod stock assessments in our study use a plus-group in their assessments—the Icelandic cod assessment, for example, uses a 14+ group
to account for all individuals 14 years old and older—we lack information about the distribution of ages in the plus group. Therefore,
we treat all individuals in the plus group as if they were the
minimum age in the plus group (e.g. for Icelandic cod all biomass
age 14 and older is treated as if it is 14 years old). Because we expect
the largest effects of any age-dependent reproductive parameter to
be evident at young ages, we feel that this is an empirically justified approach. Additionally, without more detailed information about the
age-structure, it is not clear what other options are available.
For the ten stocks, we considered three alternative models
outlined below.
The classic Ricker SRR assumes that the per unit biomass fecundity and egg quality is equivalent among mothers of different ages.
Recruitment of age t individuals spawned in year t, Rt+t , can be
written as a deterministic function of two parameters (a, a parameter combining the per-unit-biomass fecundity and densityindependent survivorship of young fish, and b the parameter
controlling density-dependent mortality), and two variables (the
spawning biomass of age i fish in year t, Sit, and the biomass contributing to recruitment density-dependence, SDt). Then
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where j is the age at first reproduction and v the maximum age. We
refer to this model as the “base model”. Shelton et al. (2012) show
how to generalize Equation (1) to allow biomass from different
age classes to vary in their density-independent mortality rate. If
we consider the density-independent mortality rate to change linearly with age, the recruitment function becomes
Rt+t =

v


gSit e−bSDt −gi ,

(2)

i=j

Rt+t =

v


gSit e−bSDt −hwi ,

(3)

i=j

with h representing a parameter controlling the effect of maternal
mass on recruitment. We refer to this as the “mass model” hereafter.
For simplicity, we assume the biomass contributing to densitydependence
is the sum of the age-specific spawning biomass,

SD = i Si . We know that there is considerable variability around
these deterministic relationships (Quinn and Deriso, 1999), so we
consider two forms for stochastic annual variation around the
three deterministic functions. After logarithmic transformation,
the age model [Equation (2)] is
log(Rt+t ) = log(g) − bSDt + log


v



−gi

Sit e

+ 1t ,

(4)

i=j

with 1t representing the stochastic annual variation in recruitment.
We consider independent errors, 1t  N(0,s2) and lag-1 autocorrelated errors, 1t  N(r1t-1,s2), where r is the autocorrelation parameter. For stationary time-series, 21 , r , 1. In total, we considered
six alternative models. We acknowledge that this is a small subset of
possible models for including age-structure effects in recruitment
(see Shelton et al., 2012). However, adding age-dependent effects,
the density-independent term in Equation (4) corresponds to
current biological knowledge; much of the value of older fish is
thought to arise from allowing a in the classic Ricker [Equation
(1)] to change with age (Scott et al., 1999; Dick, 2009; Shelton
et al., 2012).
All models were estimated using Bayesian Markov chain Monte
Carlo techniques (MCMC). Details are presented in Shelton et al.
(2012). Model selection was performed using posterior predictive
loss which balances model fit and model complexity (Clark and
Bjørnstad, 2004; Shelton et al., 2012; Hooten and Hobbs, 2015).
Smaller numbers of posterior predictive loss indicate a better
match between model and data.
After identifying the statistically preferred recruitment model
for each stock, we compared the explanatory value of increased
maternal age or mass across stocks. However, the highly variable
life history among cod stocks, in adult mortality, growth, and

Consequences of age truncation on population dynamics
and ﬁsheries
The previous section provides a way to estimate the value of increasing maternal age on recruitment. An important subsequent question is whether the estimated differences have consequences for
the conservation and management of cod populations. However,
rather than derive rules for changes to fisheries reference points
under different simulation scenarios or life-histories (O’Farrell
and Botsford, 2006; Spencer et al., 2014), we address a specific,
management-relevant question: Do different recruitment models
generate substantially different near-term population dynamics?
In short, is the inclusion of age-structure effects likely to change
how we think about the management of the age-structure of cod
populations?
We perform two sets of simulations on three of the cod populations with the longest fishery time-series (FAPL, Faroe Plateau; ICE,
Iceland; and NEAR, Northeast Arctic). We focus on these three
populations because of the quality of their data and in all three of
these populations, the age model was the preferred model (see the
Results section). Additionally, attempts to perform simulations
using parameters obtained from several of the other stock assessments yielded population extinctions or unrealistically fast
growing populations. This problem is not unique to our work but
a general challenge in some of the stock assessments from which
our parameter estimates were derived (e.g. NEFSC, 2013). We
used a standard age-structured discrete-time model for the
number of fish at age i in year t,
Ni,t = Ni−1,t−1 e−Mi −Fi ,

(5)

where Mi and Fi are the natural and fishing mortality-at-age, respectively. The number of individuals at the age of recruitment,
R = Nj , is determined by Equations (1), (2), or (3). The spawning
biomass of age a individuals is a function of maturity-at-age
(mati) and weight-at-age (wi), Bi,t = Ni,t mati wi . Note that in the
simulations, maturity-at-age and weight-at-age are considered constant across time (see Supplementary material).
For the first simulation, we projected all three populations with
the estimated base model and the preferred estimated age model
over the next 20 years (see Supplementary material for simulation
parameters). We initiated each population at the biomass provided
in the stock assessment. Each simulation was identical except for the
estimated recruitment function. Values for natural mortality,
weight-at-age, maturity-at-age, and fishing mortality were considered constant over the simulation and derived from the stock
assessment (see Supplementary material). We performed 2000 independent simulations for the base and age model. Each simulation
used an independent draw from the appropriate posterior distribution of the recruitment parameters so that simulations integrate
across the uncertainty in estimated recruitment parameters.
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so gi represents the effect of maternal age on density-independent
mortality. We refer to this as the “age model” hereafter. Note that
we replace a from Equation (1) with the parameter g to emphasize
that they have distinct biological interpretations and are not directly
comparable.
Because prerecruit mortality rates need not be explicit functions
of age, we also consider models where mortality rates for each aged
fish are a function of the average weight-at-age, wi. Then, the recruitment model becomes

age-at-recruitment, complicates efforts to compare stocks unless
the estimated effect of age or mass on cod recruitment is converted
to a common scale for all populations. To resolve this, we calculated
the ratio for equivalent biomass of age i and age i21 fish—or for
mass models, the value of fish 1 kg heavier—using the preferred
model structure. We refer to this ratio as the “productivity ratio”, l.
Then for at the age model la ¼ e2g, and for the mass model,
lw ¼ e2h. These ratios have a straightforward interpretation. For
example, la ¼ 1.2 would indicate that an age 4 fish produces 20%
more recruits on average than a 3-year-old fish.
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obscure the fact that the three stocks (GB, 3NO, BA2532) were estimated to have small, young fish produce more recruits than their
larger elders. Furthermore, the uncertainty in the age effect was
large for most of the stocks such that the 95% credible intervals overlapped 1.0 (i.e. no effect of age) for all stocks except Icelandic cod
(ICE; Figure 1a). Thus, although model selection suggests that including an effect of maternal age or mass provides a better match
to the data, usually uncertainty about this effect is substantial.
We also found a negative trend between the maternal recruit production ratio (la or lw) and the autocorrelation parameter, r
(Figure 2). As r has an interpretation as the strength of correlated
environmental noise on recruitment, this result suggests that recruitment in some cod populations is dominated by unmeasured
environmental forces that obscure any maternal age effects. The
two populations with an inverse maternal mass effect such that
younger fish apparently produce more offspring than fish a year
older (lw , 1) are from the Baltic Sea (BA2532) and the Grand
Banks, Canada (3NO). Pronounced environmental effects upon recruitment have been documented for each [Baltic Sea (Köster et al.,
2005), Grand Banks (Brander, 2005)]. One stock, George’s Bank cod
(GB), stands out as an outlier in the relationship between maternal
effects on recruitment (l) and autocorrelation (r). It has a low
median value of age-specific recruit production (la ¼ 0.80) and
minimal autocorrelation (r is 0), but it has large uncertainty
bounds on all parameters and we view the model estimates for
this stock especially uncertain.

Consequences of age truncation on population projections

Results
Recruitment estimation
Our model selection reveals the importance of either maternal age or
maternal mass in all ten cod stocks, with the maternal age model preferred in six stocks and the maternal mass model preferred for the
remaining four (Table 2). In some cases, however, the difference
between the maternal age or weight model and the base Ricker
model was very slight, indicating nearly equivalent fits for multiple
models (e.g. GB and 4TVn; Table 2). The preferred model for eight
of ten stocks incorporated an AR(1) error structure.
For seven of ten stocks, the median estimate of the maternal age
(la) or maternal mass recruitment production ratio (lw) was larger
than 1, indicating that populations with older, larger fish produce
more recruits (Figure 1a and b). The productivity ratio ranged
from 0.80 to 1.43 (la; across stock median: 1.23) for the six stocks
using the age model, indicating that, across stocks, fish a year
older produced 23% more recruits than those a year younger. For
the mass model, the productivity ratio ranged from 0.71 to 1.27
(lw; across stock median ¼ 0.995). However, these median values

We performed simulations to explore the future consequences of
fishing on the three populations with strong estimated maternal
age effects on recruitment (FAPL, ICE, and NEAR; Figure 1a).
Under current fishing mortality, our simulations suggest that
biomass over the next 20 years is expected to be very similar
between the base and maternal age models (Figure 3a–c). For all
three populations, the age model predicts slightly lower biomass
at the end of 20 years and the age model has lower variability in projected biomass than the standard model always (substantially lower
for Icelandic cod). Overall, the qualitative time-series of biomass is
broadly similar between the base and age models and under current
fishing mortality (Figure 3a–c) as well as when fishing pressure is
reduced on the five oldest age classes (Figure 3d–f).
The effect of maternal age only becomes apparent when we compared the base model in the two fishing mortality simulations and
the age model in fishing mortality simulations (Figure 4). We calculated the median proportional change in biomass between current
and two reduced fishing scenarios. All scenarios with decreased
fishing mortality resulted in increased SSB for both the base and

Table 2. Posterior predictive loss of six alternative stock– recruitment models.
Cod population
Model
Base
Age
Mass

Error
Indep.
AR(1)
Indep.
AR(1)
Indep.
AR(1)

CS
41.2
40.9
40.8
41.1
41.2
41.0

GB
24.4
25.4
21.9
21.9
–
–

NS
42.2
43.2
–
–
41.3
42.1

VIa
23.8
22.8
–
–
23.5
22.0

BA2532
23.3
10.6
22.1
10.7
16.0
9.7

FAPL
35.3
27.1
32.8
25.8
33.8
26.6

3NO
150.4
67.7
110.8
62.0
118.2
59.4

4TVn
24.5
12.5
21.2
12.5
16.7
12.9

ICE
13.4
13.4
10.0
9.6
11.07
11.21

NEAR
41.4
31.6
40.5
31.1
41.6
31.7

Overall preferred models are in bold. The dashes “–” denote models that did not converge to a stationary distribution and were not considered further. Smaller
numbers indicate better match between the model estimate and observed data. See Table 1 for explanation of the Atlantic cod population codes.
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Comparing the base and age models allows us to ask: under current
management, do the base and age models provide different predictions for future population trajectories?
Second, we simulated populations under two scenarios with
decreased fishing pressure to explore the potential consequences
of implementing increased protection of particular age groups.
We first simulated reduced fishing mortality on old fish, as advocated by a number of authors (Hixon et al., 2014). Specifically, we
performed the same simulations as above, but instead of using
current fishing mortality, we reduced fishing mortality by 50% for
the five oldest age classes (see Supplementary material). To contrast
with the protection of the oldest age classes, we also simulated
decreased fishing mortality all age classes; we reduced fishing mortality by 10% across for ages (see Supplementary material). For both
simulation scenarios, we used draws from the posterior estimates of
recruitment parameters to properly account for uncertainty in the
estimated SRRs.
In addition to comparing the base and age models in each simulation, we compared outputs between current and reduced mortality simulations to describe value of both old and young age classes
for spawning biomass and fisheries catch. We calculated the proportional change in biomass and the change in expected catch at the end
of the 20-year simulation between the base model simulations and
the age model simulations. The comparisons provide insight into
how alternative fishing scenarios and assumptions about recruitment change inform the responsiveness of the population to potential changes in fisheries management.

Maternal age effects
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Figure 2. Estimated maternal age effect vs. the autocorrelation parameter r for Atlantic cod. Left panel shows the populations where a maternal
age term is preferred; right panel shows where a maternal mass term is preferred. Median estimates (+90%) credible intervals are shown. Points
without error bars on the x-axis are for populations that did not include an autocorrelation parameter (i.e. r ¼ 0; points at r ¼ 0 have been jittered
slightly to prevent overlap). Note the general negative relationship in both panels. The ﬁlled circle indicates the GB population.

age models in all three populations (Figure 4a and c). For simulations with reduced fishing mortality on old fish, the maternal age
model predicts much larger increases in biomass in response to
reduced fishing mortality (median increase in biomass for the age

model: 23 –73% for the three populations; median increase in the
base model: 8 –25%; Figure 4a). Simulations with reduced fishing
mortality across all ages showed responses of biomass to reduced
fishing (Figure 4c), but the differences between the base and age

Downloaded from http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org/ at Simon Fraser University on August 5, 2015

Figure 1. Posterior estimates of the maternal age (la) or maternal mass (lw) productivity ratio, which shows the proportional increase in Atlantic
cod recruitment expected from increasing age by 1 year (la, left panel) or increasing mass by 1 kg (lw, right panel). For each stock, we plot results
from the preferred model (see Table 1 for explanation of the Atlantic cod population codes). Vertical lines show the posterior median for each stock
and shaded bean plots show the posterior distribution of l for each stock. The dashed vertical line shows l ¼ 1 (no change in productivity ratio
with age or mass).
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models were relatively small. For all three populations, the difference
in standing the base and age model was greater in simulations with
reduced mortality on old fish (compare Figure 4a and c).
For catch, the base model only showed small proportional
changes in catch between current and reduced mortality scenarios
(20.03 to 0.08; Figure 4b). In contrast, the age model predicts
increased catch in all three populations, despite lower fishing mortality rates on older age classes (Figure 4b). The increase in recruitment from the increased abundance of old fish produces more catch
from younger fish in the age model. This change in catch more than
compensates for decreased catch of old fish. Reducing fishing mortality on young fish also leads to increases in catch after 20 years in
both the base and age models (Figure 4d); total biomass caught
were simulated to increase by 8.5 –24% under the base model and
12 –33% in the age model (Figure 4d). When fishing mortality
was reduced across all ages, the results followed a similar pattern
with increases in catch for all models. As in the biomass comparisons, the difference between the base and age models for each
stock was much smaller under decreased fishing mortality across
all age classes (compare Figure 4b and d).
Taken together, the simulation scenarios indicate that maternal
age effects make populations more sensitive to changes in agespecific fishing mortality, such that populations with age-dependent
recruitment mostly show a stronger response to reductions in
fishing mortality. Our simulations show that differences between
the base and age model were largest under scenarios with reduced
fishing mortality on the oldest age classes (Figure 4a and b), but differences also occur at a reduced level if fishing mortality is reduced

across all ages. Despite this difference in sensitivity, simulations
show that predicted biomass is very similar between the base and
age models.

Discussion
Recent reviews of the effect of age-structure on fish population
dynamics have argued for greater consideration of the maternal
effects on fish population dynamics (Venturelli et al., 2009; Hixon
et al., 2014) and asserted that the population dynamic consequences
of protecting large old female fish will be substantial. These authors
echo a much older call for greater incorporation of fish reproductive
biology in fisheries (Beverton and Holt, 1957; Rothschild and
Fogarty, 1989). Our findings broadly support the importance of
considering maternal age in fisheries management. We show that
the preferred statistical model includes a positive effect of maternal
age or maternal mass on recruitment for seven of ten stocks of
Atlantic cod. The three remaining stocks are estimated to have
reduced recruitment productivity with increasing maternal age or
maternal mass. However, two of these populations were estimated
to have very large autocorrelated errors, suggesting that the presence
of a strong environmental signal (or, potentially, temporal variability in measurement error) in recruitment success might obscure any
recruitment signature of maternal age in some populations. The
third population (GB) had exceptionally large uncertainty bounds
for all SRRs examined (see also NEFSC, 2013). As with any analysis
of SRRs, there is always the possibility that other, unmeasured variables that affect recruitment are co-varying with age-structure and/
or total biomass and the effect of this unmeasured variable is
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Figure 3. Results of simulations of Atlantic cod populations for three populations (Faroe Plateau—a and d; Iceland—b and e; NE Arctic c and f). All
panels show the projected spawning-stock biomass for each population using the base Ricker recruitment model (dashed lines) and the preferred
age model (solid line and shaded area). The median and 90% CI are shown for all simulations. For each population, the top row shows the projected
abundance time-series under the average ﬁshing mortality-at-age calculated from the past decade. The bottom row shows the projected
population with ﬁshing mortality reduced by 50% in the oldest 5 age classes (see Supplementary Table S1 for age-speciﬁc mortality rates used in the
simulation).
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contributing to the estimated effect of age-structure. We suspect
such effects may be contributing to the very large estimated maternal
age effect for some populations (e.g. FAPL; Figure 1), but without
additional information, we cannot directly assess any such effects.
Despite the detection of a positive effect of increasing maternal
age on recruitment (Figure 1a), our simulations show that incorporating maternal age effects may not have a large effect on spawning
biomass in the near term (Figure 3a–c). In response to a feasible reduction in fishing mortality on the oldest age classes—as has been
advocated by several authors (Berkeley et al., 2004; Hixon et al.,
2014)—the age model produced higher biomass and catch after
20 years in all three populations. However, these differences
between the base and age models were not substantial, particularly
in the light of the uncertainty (Figure 3). The small differences
between the base and maternal age model simulations can be understood by recognizing that the base model implicitly averages any
maternal age-dependence in the deterministic component of recruitment. Furthermore, the base model attributes more recruitment variability to stochastic forces than the maternal age model.
Again, these simulations are intended to reflect near-term dynamics, not the asymptotic variance and spectral characteristics of

populations captured by other approaches (Bjørnstad and Nisbet,
2004; Worden et al., 2010; Botsford et al., 2014).
The population response to reduced fishing on old cod suggests
that populations with maternal age-dependent recruitment will be
more sensitive to changes in age-specific fishing mortality. This observation further suggests that models that ignore maternal agedependent recruitment will underestimate the effectiveness of
changes in age-specific fishing mortality as a management tool.
Indeed, reducing fishing mortality by half on old cod led to large
proportional increases in spawning biomass and catch after
20 years (Figure 4a and b). This result also is pertinent for the converse scenario where fishing mortality is increased on older fish:
populations with age-dependent recruitment will show greater
declines in biomass and catch as fishing mortality is increased.
Simulations that lowered fishing mortality across all ages also
showed increased biomass and catch in all three populations, but
that the base and age models were more similar than when fishing
mortality was reduced on older fish (Figure 4c and d). Overall,
our results suggest that using models that directly incorporate maternal age-dependent recruitment result populations that strongly
respond to changes in fishing mortality on older fish. It must be
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Figure 4. Assessing the value of old ﬁsh for population processes. The proportional change in spawning-stock biomass when age-speciﬁc ﬁshing
mortality is reduced on the oldest cod (a) or all ages (c; see Supplementary Table S1). Positive values indicate that limiting ﬁshing increases biomass.
(b and d) The proportional change in the annual biomass catch in year 20 under the two ﬁshing mortality scenarios. The standard Ricker model
shows relatively minor proportional changes in response to changes in ﬁshing mortality on old ﬁsh (c; range: 20.03 to 0.08), while the age model
predicts positive changes in catch in response to reduced ﬁshing mortality (range: 0.04 – 0.48). Differences between the models are much reduced
when ﬁshing mortality is reduced across all age (d).
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descriptor of age composition. Furthermore, mean age—a property
of the population—is difficult to link to individual-level traits
like maternal age. Improved understanding of recruitment dynamics require the gulf between empirical reproductive work and statistical curve fitting to be narrowed. We expect that the short-term
detailed field observations and laboratory-based experimental
results will be used to challenge the estimated population-scale maternal age effects presented in this paper and we view this as a very
good thing.
Our analysis has implications for the use of meta-analyses in analysing SRRs. While meta-analytic approaches have advanced our
understanding of shared recruitment processes across species and
stocks, the variety of maternal age responses and environment interactions demonstrated in this paper suggest that some of the assumptions of classical meta-analytical approaches are potentially being
violated. These results suggest that the cod stocks examined may
not represent exchangeable samples from a single shared process.
Therefore, combining information across stocks in a meta-analysis
may yield biased or invalid conclusions about shared drivers of
populations. Our analysis suggests a more careful consideration of
how and what processes are shared in meta-analytic approaches is
warranted (see also Thorson et al., in press).
There are a variety of ways the methodology presented here could
be improved. As with many analyses of SRR (Myers et al., 1995,
1999), we use stock assessment output, not raw data, to estimate
the SRR. While this is a convenient approach, the recruitment estimates are model output and therefore both recruitment and spawning biomass estimates depend strongly upon the stock assessment
model assumptions. This may bias estimates of recruitment processes (Thorson et al., in press). Additionally, we consider two
forms for SRR that include age-dependent effects and two forms
of stochastic recruitment. However, we do not incorporate ocean
temperature or other environmental covariates directly in the estimation of recruitment (Jacobson and MacCall, 1995; Olsen et al.,
2011). Incorporating well-motivated environmental covariates is
an important next step for these types of analyses. The fact that a substantial stochastic component remains in the SRRs investigated here
suggests that there may be scope for additional covariates to be
included. However, the measurement noise remains an important
limiting factor impeding understanding of SRR relationships. The
among-population variation in age-effects indicates a need for research into why certain populations of the same species might be
more or less responsive to environmental signals and why certain
stocks show apparently strong age-dependent recruitment.

Supplementary data
Supplementary material is available at the ICESJMS online version
of the manuscript.
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emphasized to recognize that reducing mortality on old fish is not
the only path for increasing biomass or catch. When recruitment
depends on maternal age, reducing fishing mortality across the all
ages results in larger numbers of older cod and leads to increased
stock productivity and, ultimately, increased biomass and catch
(Figure 4c and d). This is an important reminder that while maternal
age is an important aspect of fish biology, reducing mortality of old
fish is far from the only available method for helping to recover
stocks from low biomass or maintaining sustainable fisheries.
Depending on the circumstances, modifying age-specific fishing
mortality rates may not be easy to implement in real fisheries.
Our results suggest that examining of biomass trends alone will
likely obscure and underestimate the consequences of maternal agedependent recruitment for populations. While we only explored a
few simulation scenarios in three populations with relatively large
estimated age-effects, our simulations motivate a wide range of
future simulation work on the repercussions of age-structured recruitment for many aspects of fish population dynamics.
Many previous investigations of the consequences of age truncation for fish dynamics rely on univariate analysis of fish abundance
metrics like biomass in response to changes in age-structure [e.g. the
variability of larval fish abundance (Anderson et al., 2008) or frequency spectra of total biomass (Rouyer et al., 2012)]. These analyses have difficulty linking observed changes to any measurable
biological rate or process. Generally, wavelet analyses of univariate
biomass time-series (Hidalgo et al., 2011; Rouyer et al., 2012) are
correlative and have a looser link to biological mechanisms than
age-structure simulations based on explicit, process based consideration of age-structure effects (Wikström et al., 2012; Spencer et al.,
2014). We advocate a more explicit link to measurable processes,
such as that considered here, to provide a check on whether estimated recruitment parameters are biologically reasonable. Given
that cod are a very well-studied species from a reproductive biology
perspective (Marshall et al. 1998; Vallin and Nissling, 2000; Ottersen
et al. 2006, 2014), we hope incorporating increase biological realism
will be relatively easy to incorporate into SRRs.
Our work shows that the mechanistic details of how one incorporates the effects of maternal age matter. Small differences
in methodological assumptions can yield strong differences in inference. For example, assuming a constant SRR while adult mortality is
allowed to vary temporally (Worden et al., 2010; Rouyer et al., 2012)
might provide substantially different answers than approaches that
link age to recruitment (Shelton et al., 2012). The available experimental data certainly support changes in fecundity and offspring
quality with maternal age and/or size (reviewed in Hixon et al.,
2014). Furthermore, how age effects on recruitment are modelled
can influence their estimated strength and importance. Previous
investigators of age-dependent recruitment have assumed the recruitment curve can be approximated as a linear relationship
(Venturelli et al., 2009), or have incorporated the diversity of age
classes (Marteinsdottir and Thorarinsson, 1998) or average maternal age (Brunel, 2010) as regression predictors. In particular,
Venturelli et al. (2009) and Brunel (2010) come to starkly different
conclusions about the importance of maternal age, despite using
very similar data. While each approach might be appropriate in
some cases, we prefer the model form presented here because the
estimates have direct biological interpretations that are directly
comparable to measurable rates (see also Shelton et al., 2012).
Nearly all analyses of age truncation have used the mean age as the
descriptor of the age-structure of populations (Venturelli et al.,
2009; Brunel, 2010; Rouyer et al., 2012) despite it being a poor
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